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Interesting Facts: 

 
The author created the names of the three worlds in a similar manner in which she created the 
characters' names.  Sometimes I take words or names already in existence and begin to move 
around letters and sounding them out.  While repeating the newly formed words, I write the 
names in a manner that appear realistic yet sufficiently unique to indicate that they are part of a 
fantasy world or one that has yet to be discovered. 
 
The author was unsure what constituted epic fantasy when I first approached the concept of 
The Consecrated Throne.  When I began to first write The Consecrated Throne, it was to be 
focused on two worlds.  As I developed the story, the kingdom-worlds morphed into three.  For 
some, the number three is associated with trial.  There had to be at least one world at different 
junctures of the story that would be the focus of the storyline.  For the Kingdom of Udharīa, that 
conflict was based in Princess Eleyanra's erroneous presumption that she could take the hand of 
Prince Thauses and create a dual kingdom-world.  She was a trial for her world and for the 
Crown of (X)ūpraeth.  The world of Ubraeĭ becomes the focus of trial when Eleyanra believes it 
and someone there is an obstacle to her achieving her ends.  Thus, Ubraeĭ nearly becomes the 
center of war.  Yet when she travels to the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth, it is this kingdom that 
becomes the center of a battle, one in which Eleyanra instigates.   
 
This was the first time that I wrote in the literary experiment of focusing on light.  I do not have 
a hard science background and used what I knew as a basis for the People of Light and Fire.  I 
was fascinated by the concept that light.  It surrounds us.  It allows for us to distinguish between 
objects and on a different level, it allows for us to discern between our tangible existence and 
the reality unseen.  I considered the source of natural light.  Sometimes it is from the sun.  Other 
times light has its origin from novas, which the sun in its initial stage is.  When I thought of 
writing science fiction/fantasy for this novel, I decided that their mode of transport would not 
be based on physical vehicles.  This was one aspect of typical science fiction I did not wish to 
incorporate as it usually implies that the physical instrument is the agent by which battle or 
escape is to be had.  Instead, I chose light, something that surrounds us all whether in this world 
or the ones I created could be used to move one object, person or being from one space to 
another.  Light would become the intergalactic and interspatial intangible conduit that could be 
used as the pathway for the tangible to move between two points.  I considered light as a 
weapon as well.  It is not within its fluid state of existence in which light can harm or defend.   
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Since most of my sci-fi/fantasy novels have masters or elite among the populace, The 
Consecrated Throne also has its masters.  I decided to split them into two groups but allow them 
to have a common lineage.  The Curators  of Iridescence and the Luminaries serve two distinct 
functions at the service of the Crown and the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth, though their abilities 
crossover as both their source is light. 
 
The Morningstar was a concept I thought of as I wrote.  Since most of the masters of light had to 
perform certain feats, alchemy was the best avenue for them to express it.  The light of this 
kingdom-world is the mainstay.  Yet it and the wheels of the revealed mystical chariot would be 
the surround that would bear witness to the power of the light.  This alchemy of what surrounds 
them is separate, yet a part of the whole for those masters who desire to elevate their practice 
to a higher understanding.  So with any alchemy, I had to think of two elements that within the 
natural order of the lesser worlds are opposed to one another something new could be formed.  
With the light in the center, I thought of another source.  Fire.  Interestingly, Princess Eleyranra 
of Udharīa uses fires to fuel the rebellious among  the rebels of this other kingdom.  Hers were 
false fires.  What the rebels forgot in their anger is that their mastery can only be of true light, 
that is either from the sun or the stars.  This is why they failed.  Nonetheless, the alchemy 
between fire and its complement, water becomes the counter-circulating borders of the 
Morningstar—that is the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth's new sun.  They work together without 
overtaking or consuming the other.  This same alchemy I thought would be most fitting of the 
wheels of the chariot hidden.  It was a sign that Nuraī, whose birthright was yet of a kingdom-
world.  One could argue that Nuraī and Thauses coming together is an alchemy.  They are from 
two different worlds with converging destinies.  Yet who they are, the abilities they cultivate 
work best together as they stand side by side before a new confrontation. 
 
The Consecrated Throne was originally supposed to be only a duology.  It was only recently that 
I extended its characters into a new novel, one that I refer to as a 'tie-in' book.  The (X)upraethī 
prince and princess appear to have resolved their primary conflict within their world, yet the 
power of the light is not limited to their kingdom.  It is universal.  Though the light which powers 
their world seems to be mostly harnessed through the Morningstar, its transmission and 
connection to other celestial bodies and worlds can be unlimited.  It is here where the main 
characters of The Consecrated Throne maintain their position aligned with the light.  Soon they 
will be tasked with another duty far beyond their world.  The light may be one, but it can be 
split, manipulated and harnessed—all under the watchful eye of the Unseen Hand.  This is 
where The Consecrated Throne continues.  Light upon light.  Light within light.  A sign for beings 
they are to encounter, whose light stems from a source greater than the Morningstar.  This 
begins a new opening.  Only those bestowed with the eye to withhold the light of discernment 
shall have this understanding. 
 

  


